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There was no way this match could live up
to the excessive amount of hype only an
all-American final in America could create.

It didn't.

And it never will, which is too bad,
because Venus and Serena Williams will
be meeting in Grand Slam finals for the
next decade, at least.

It will never again be the first time, so the
craziness will die down.

But future encounters between the
Williams sisters will pretty much follow
the form of last night's match, which Venus
won 6-2, 6-4 to defend her U.S. Open
crown.

That's two for Venus, one for Serena at the
Open. Win or lose, they were putting a
total of $1.275 million U.S. into the family
coffers.

As a spectacle, it was over-the-top flashy -
until the first ball was struck.

As a tennis spectacle, it stunk.

There were the nerves, inevitable with all
the pressure surrounding the first Grand
Slam women's championship match

broadcast in prime time. The first final
between African-Americans. The first in
the professional era between sisters.

There's the fact that Venus and Serena have
games so similarly constructed that there's
none of the contrast that makes for a
barn-burner.

These are two opponents who know each
other's weaknesses too well, which is why
when Serena came out on fire in the first
three games, Venus knew enough to stay
cool, keep putting the ball down the middle
of the court and wait for her sister to
self-destruct. Which is exactly what Serena
did.

Neither is pretty to watch. There is no
graceful combination of power and finesse,
if you like that sort of thing. There's just
raw power, blinding speed,
ugly-but-effective groundstrokes, a lot of
grunting. Times two.

And finally, there's the family dynamic.
Big sister will almost always have the
edge. Venus is now 5-2 against Serena; her
last-minute default earlier this year counts
as a loss.

It was the ninth time sisters have met in a
Grand Slam tournament. The older sister
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has won every time.

All of that shows up on the court.

Before the historic first serve was struck at
8:33 p.m., celebrities both real and
imagined poured into Arthur Ashe
Stadium, all wanting to be seen at an event
of major significance both to women's
sports and to the African-American
population.

Both women were on the court for the
opening ceremonies, which probably
wouldn't normally happen - nor would the
legendary Diana Ross come over to give
both competitors a big hug at the
conclusion of her rendition of God Bless
America.

The fireworks went off - fireworks by
Gucci - and both sisters looked up in
amazement. But there were few fireworks
on the court.

They were nervous. Dry-mouth,
can't-breathe nervous. Afraid to look at
each other. The sisters practiced together
yesterday morning, and that morning hit
was miles ahead of the one last night, when
the racquets looked like foreign objects in
their hands.

Every time the point ended, both turned
around, toward the back of the court, away
from each other.

The suspicion created by father Richard -
who was flashing airline tickets to Florida
several hours before the match, but who
was rumoured to still be on the grounds -
has created such a sense of cynicism that
with every hot streak, every comeback,
every unforced error, the word "fix" is
whispered.

No one would put anything past Richard.
But as every player around the tournament
who had a sibling who plays - John
McEnroe, Chris Evert and Jennifer
Capriati, to name three - could attest, it
would be a very uncomfortable experience.
It's easy to say it shouldn't matter. But
they're human.

If the two sisters were feuding, it might be
easier. But it's patently impossible to have
the eye of the tiger - and both these girls
feed off that "me against the world"
competitiveness - against someone you
love more than you love yourself.

You don't want to let your sister beat you.
But every time you hit a winner, you
embarrass her. Every time you see her in
close quarters at the net, you worry about
drilling her in the face. Every time you
pump your fist, you're showing up your
own flesh and blood.

With all of that going on, it would be pretty
difficult to control the outcome of points as
well. They looked fairly business-like last
night.

Venus appeared to really be struggling with
a cold or viral infection she denied the
existence of all week. After several points,
she was really struggling to get her breath.

Serena struggled with everything.

"I was fighting the wind, fighting myself,
fighting Venus," she said. "There were too
many fights going on; I should have
reduced it a bit."

Serena insisted she wasn't nervous.

"I've been in the finals of the U.S. Open
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before," she said.

That's a crock. She was having kittens out
there. It wasn't just a U.S. Open final. It
was the big time.

Prime time.

It ended with both sisters sitting
side-by-side on the court, like the doubles
partners they are, dissecting the match in
almost clinical fashion. Venus asking
Serena if the wind bothered her on one
particular serve. Serena bemoaning her 36
unforced errors.

That's something else you won't see every
day.
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